Economic and Social Council
UNHQ, NY - 29 March 1955
UN 35mm pix neg 370'

Shots before opening of meeting:
— Presiding table (empty)— ecu of gavel, npl, & earphone.
— Documents being put on Council table (empty) by UN Secretariat member.
— Several groups of delegates in conversation — greetings, hand-shaking, etc.

Shots during meeting:
— Close ups of Several dels at Council table (with npls):
   Australia (unident)
   China (Dr. C. L. Hsia)
   Venezuela (Dr. Santiago Perez-Perez)
   Yugoslavia (Dr. Joza Brilej)
— Various general views, medium & long shots of Council table during meeting.
— Sign in English & French: ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL.